Phage-host interactions are critical to ecology, evolution, and biotechnology. Central to those is infection efficiency, which remains poorly understood, particularly in nature. Here we apply genome-wide transcriptomics and proteomics to investigate infection efficiency in nature's own experiment: two nearly identical (genetically and physiologically) Bacteroidetes bacterial strains (host18 and host38) that are genetically intractable, but environmentally important, where phage infection efficiency varies. On host18, specialist phage phi18:3 infects efficiently, whereas generalist phi38:1 infects inefficiently. On host38, only phi38:1 infects, and efficiently. Overall, phi18:3 globally repressed host18's transcriptome and proteome, expressed genes that likely evaded host restriction/modification (R/M) defenses and controlled its metabolism, and synchronized phage transcription with translation. In contrast, phi38:1 failed to repress host18's transcriptome and proteome, did not evade host R/M defenses or express genes for metabolism control, did not synchronize transcripts with proteins and its protein abundances were likely targeted by host proteases. However, on host38, phi38:1 globally repressed host transcriptome and proteome, synchronized phage transcription with translation, and infected host38 efficiently. Together these findings reveal multiple infection inefficiencies. While this contrasts the single mechanisms often revealed in laboratory mutant studies, it likely better reflects the phage-host interaction dynamics that occur in nature.
Introduction
Phage research has provided numerous fundamental biological discoveries over the last century. For example, in molecular biology, phage research helped to identify DNA as the hereditary material, elucidate how gene expression is regulated, and provide CRISPR-Cas genes that have revolutionized eukaryotic genome editing [1] . In ecology, phages are known to be abundant and to modulate microbial populations, ecosystem functioning, and evolution [2, 3] . Such importance has spurred recent sequencing and analytical advances to explore viral genomes across ecosystems ranging from soils, water, and plants to animals and humans [2, 3] , which has also implicated phages in health and disease [4, 5] .
Despite these advances, phage biology is hampered by several knowledge gaps, which prevent the incorporation of phages into predictive ecosystem models or their use in biotechnological applications. First, phage-host model systems exist for few phyla and environments [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , thus severely limiting our understanding of naturally occurring phage-host interactions. Second, inefficient infections in nature are woefully understudied, despite that phages might attach to any encountered host [11] , not just one where infection is efficient. Such variable infection efficiency is especially relevant to broad host-range phages (generalists) given that, as predator-prey studies predict, they might infect more hosts than phages with narrow host ranges (specialists), but with the trade-off of reduced infection efficiency [2, 12, 13] . Third, common experimental approaches favor investigating efficient over inefficient lytic infections [14] , the latter of which can be confused with lysogeny [15, 16] . Namely, phage-host range assays are measured more often as infection or not by, for example, observing phage-mediated cell clearing via spot tests [17, 18] than quantitatively. Yet, quantitative host ranges, i.e., efficiency of plating calculations from phage stock serial dilutions, enable evaluating hypotheses about ecological [19] and evolutionary [20] population units. As quantitative host ranges detect the gradient of infection efficiencies that occur in nature [14, 21] they provide, in turn, key data needed to parameterize predictive models [22, 23] . Additionally, knowledge of the molecular factors driving infection efficiency is constrained, as data largely derives from laboratory-induced mutations [24] [25] [26] [27] and experiments that detect extreme phenotypes (e.g., failure to lyse) and assess single stages of the phage-host interaction. Such approaches are useful in the laboratory, but they are unlikely to capture naturally occurring subtleties in phage-host interaction variability, where many genetic changes would be accumulated within any given population over time.
Fortunately, 'omics technologies (e.g., genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics) can together provide simultaneous insight into all the stages of phage-host interactions and help uncover novel mechanisms-including drivers of infection efficiency-in environmentally diverse and less-well studied model systems. To date, populationwide transcriptomics studies have uncovered novel phage genes and regulatory RNAs [28] [29] [30] [31] , host-independent transcription of giant phages [28, 32] , and universalities of phage transcription regardless of the host [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Additionally, metabolomics has illuminated how phage metabolic reprogramming can vary from phage to phage on the same host and be independent of transcriptional changes [29, 38] . However, similar quantitative, temporally resolved proteomics studies are lacking, and together with the scarcity of mechanistic knowledge of infection efficiency, numerous key questions remain unanswered: (1) What are the temporal dynamics of phage and host proteins during infection, how are they related to transcription, and how does this vary with infection efficiency?; (2) Do phages takeover the host proteome? If yes, how and when, and how might this vary across phage-host systems of varied infection efficiency?; (3) What are host defenses against phage proteins and how do they alter phage protein dynamics?
To address such knowledge gaps and specific research questions we chose to let "nature's experiment" (i.e., phage infection across naturally occurring host genetic variation) guide our understanding of infection efficiency by assessing it an environmental model system-the Bacteroidetes bacterium Cellulophaga baltica and its phages [8] . Bacteroidetes bacteria are ubiquitous across diverse environments ranging from soils and water to humans; impacting nutrient turnover, and health and disease [8, 39, 40] . In the oceans, the Bacteroidetes are a dominant phylum and contain bacteria that associate with particles and constitute a nucleus for phage infection [39, 41] . To develop a model phage-host system, 12 novel phage genera were isolated on 21 C. baltica strains and then they were whole-genome sequenced, characterized in morphology, as well as in quantitative host range, in structural proteomics and in infection dynamics [8, 21, 42] . Among the phages, phi38:1 is a podovirus and belongs to one of the most abundant viral candidate genera in the global oceans [43] and is a generalist that infects 13 of 21 C. baltica strains tested. Another co-isolated phage, phi18:3, also a podovirus, represents a rare group in the global oceans [43] and is a specialist that infects its host of isolation [44] , strain #18 (here "host18") [21] . While both phages are virulent, infection efficiency for the generalist phage (phi38:1) drastically differs across two genetically nearly identical (i.e., 100% identical 16S rRNA [44] ); >99.9% nucleotide identity across 93% of their genes [30] hosts that lack CRISPR-Cas genes [30] . Specifically, phi38:1 is more efficient (75-min latent period (LP)) on its original host of isolation (strain NN016038; here "host38") than on alternative host18 (LP of 2.5 h detected via phageFISH or 11 h via plaque assays [15] ). Previous experimental measurements and population-based, genome-wide transcriptomics revealed that host18 defenses contributed to this infection inefficiency by delaying phi38:1's DNA replication and virion production [30] , leading to the hypothesis that host18 impacts either phage protein production and dynamics or protein abundance.
Here we test this hypothesis and address the aforementioned questions to further assess mechanisms driving naturally occurring infection inefficiencies. We build upon our prior work [30] by adding (1) time-resolved, population-based, genome-wide proteomics data in both phi38:1 infections, and (2) a comparable transcriptomic-proteomic dataset of the efficient infection by phi18:3 on host18. Together, these efforts provide a window into the multistage mechanisms that drive infection efficiency in naturally occurring phage-host interactions, and thereby get beyond traditional, single-target mechanistic approaches to better reveal how phages infect their hosts in nature. 
Materials and methods

Data availability
Bacterial and phage genomes
Bacterial isolates C. baltica strains #18 ("host18") and NN016038 ("host38") and phages phi38:1 and phi18:3 used in this study were previously isolated and characterized [8, 15, 21, 44] . Host38 was isolated in the year 1994 [46] and the phages and host18 were isolated together in the year 2000 [44] , all from surface waters of the Baltic Sea. The genomes are publicly available: C. baltica #18 (available at GenBank #CP009976 and refined at http://datacommons. cyverse.org/browse/iplant/home/shared/iVirus/Cellulopha ga_Omics/Cellulophaga_baltica_strain_18/, which was here used), C. baltica NN016038 (GenBank #CP009887.1), phi18:3 (Genbank #NC_021794.1), and phi38:1 (available at GenBank #NC_021796.1 and refined at http://data commons.cyverse.org/browse/iplant/home/shared/iVirus/ Cellulophaga_Omics/141114_phi381_start33820bp.gb/ file "141114_phi381_start33820bp.gb", which was here used). Improved annotations for all are in Supplementary Dataset S2 (http://datacommons.cyverse.org/browse/iplant/ home/shared/iVirus/Cellulophaga_Omics/Howard-Varona_ 2018_ISMEJ_transcriptomics_and_proteomics). Phage promoter and terminator sequences were predicted using BProm [47] and TransTerm [48] , respectively, and manually visualized and assessed within the Artemis genome browser [49] . Annotated genome maps were produced using EasyFig [50] .
Phage-host manipulations, adsorption kinetics, and one-step growth curves Cell growth and phage infections, including those to measure adsorption kinetics, were conducted as previously described [21, 30] . Briefly, cells were grown in Marine Luria Bertani medium to a density of 10 8 Figure S1 ). The adsorption kinetics of the other two infections were previously reported [21] . Namely, by 15 min, 55% of phi38:1 had adsorbed to host18 whereas 84% to C. baltica NN016038 (host38).
To measure the one-step growth curves, the exponentially growing cells were infected in 50 ml at a MOI of 3.7 with phi18:3 and tenfold diluted after a 15-min adsorption (this is time 0). Infections with phi18:3 were sampled at 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 120 min. Infections with phi38:1 were previously conducted and described [30] . The new proteomics samples here reported derived from the infection on host38 (0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 min) or host18 (0, 60, 120, 150, and 240 min). Samples were collected for proteomics (40 ml) and RNA (2 ml) as described below.
RNA extraction, sequencing, and read mapping All RNA-Seq procedures were done as previously described [30] . Namely, samples were collected (2 ml) from minutes 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 120 (phi18:3 infecting C. baltica #18) and from minutes 0, 20, 40, 60, and 120 (phi38:1 infecting C. baltica #18), and spun down at 20,817 g for 5 min. The supernatant was then removed and tubes were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C until the extraction. RNA extractions were performed with the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen cat. no. 74104), DNase treated with TURBO DNA-free (Ambion AM1907), and concentrated to 20 μl with the RNA Clean and Concentrator-5 kit (Zymo Research R1015). The RNA integrity number and concentration of the extracted RNA was determined via the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, USA).
Libraries of complementary DNA were prepared for SOLiD 5500 XL (Applied Biosystems) sequencing according to the manufacturer's protocol (Life Technologies, USA). The 50 bp reads were mapped to the genomes of C. baltica #18 (GenBank # CP009976), phage phi38:1 (GenBank # NC_021796.1), or phage phi18:3 (GenBank # NC_021794.1) using Bowtie2 v.2.14. Coverage of the phage and host genomes was calculated as the number of base pairs mapped to a genome divided by the genome length (Supplementary Table S1 , S2). All downstream analyses, including read count normalization, RPKM calculation, and differential expression were exactly as published [30] .
Proteomics data collection and analysis
Samples from infections were collected, alongside noninfected controls, in biological triplicates and spun down at 10,000 × g for 15 min, washed by resuspending with 0.2 µm filtered 1X PBS and spun down for 10 min at 10,000 × g. Supernatant was discarded and pellets were flash-frozen and stored at −80°C until processing for protein extraction.
Cell pellets were lysed, proteins denatured with buffered 8 M urea and 5 mM DTT, digested with trypsin, and cleaned-up by C18 solid phase extraction as described previously [51] for label-free analysis. For proteomics quantitation by a label-free method (for phi18:3 and phi38:1 infections on C. baltica #18), resulting peptides were analyzed by Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (MS)/ MS analysis [51] with the resulting data analyzed using the accurate mass and time (AMT) tag approach [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] .
For proteomics quantitation by iTRAQ methods (for phi38:1 on C. baltica NN016038 and #18), the label-free quantitation approach was followed except higher energy collisional dissociation was used for peptide fragmentation [57, 58] . All peptide database searches used the C. baltica and phage genomes described above.
Protein abundance was scaled via z-score of all infected and control samples for the host and phage separately, and across all replicates and time points. Average z-score values were used as standardized protein abundances in downstream analyses. All such analyses can be found in Supplementary Dataset S1 (http://datacommons.cyverse.org/ browse/iplant/home/shared/iVirus/Cellulophaga_Omics/ Howard-Varona_2018_ISMEJ_transcriptomics_and_ proteomics).
Improving annotation of restriction/modification (R/ M) genes in C. baltica #18
To better identify restriction-modification genes in silico, the NCBI-annotated bacterial genome used in this study (Supplementary Dataset S2, tab "C.baltica#18_genes") was searched against KEGG, Uniref, Interproscan and Pfam with a published pipeline [102] ; REBASE (Roberts et al. 2015) was searched for Type I and II R/M predictions; and genes were run against Protein Data Bank for structural homologs using Phyre2 (Kelley et al. 2015). A total of 38 endonucleases plus methyltransferases were obtained based on hits obtained from KEGG and Uniref (with e-value ≤ 2.3 × 10 −13 and bit score ≥ 100) (Supplementary Dataset S2, tab "host18_Restr_Modif"), which included the Phyre homologs and REBASE predictions.
Results and discussion
Time-resolved, phage, and host genome-wide transcriptomics (RNA-Seq) and proteomics (tandem mass spectrometry) data were collected and analyzed from population-wide infections and compared to samples from uninfected controls, in biological triplicates (Supplementary Dataset S1 Tab. 1, Supplementary Figure S2 ) and belong to different genera, Cba183likevirus and Cba401likevirus, respectively, based on their genome similarity [8] . Phage phi18:3 does not infect host38 [21] .
Critical new analyses from the previously reported phi38:1 transcriptomes [30] are used to both compare with significant new data-phi18:3 transcriptomes, and proteomes of all three infections-and address the hypotheses generated from prior work.
Phage genomes and transcriptomes suggest drivers of host-range and infection efficiency
On host18, specialist phi18:3 had an efficient, 75-min infection (Fig. 2a) and a similar temporal transcriptome to that of phi38:1 infecting less efficiently this same host (Fig. 2b) . Namely, both phages expressed all their genes by 60 min, and with early, middle, and late expression categories where transcript abundances peaked at 0, 15-20, and ≥40 min post infection, respectively ( Fig. 2c, d ; Supplementary Tables S3-S4 and Supplementary Dataset S1 tabs 9-10). Additionally, genes in each temporal category were functionally similar for both phages. Namely, expressed early were host takeover (i.e., those that begin phage gene expression and control host functions) genes, including a ribosyltransferase, serine/threonine phosphatase, or a Fig. 1 The C. baltica-phage model system investigated. Generalist phage phi38:1 infects more efficiently its original host of isolation (strain NN016038; "host38") than alternative host strain #18 ("host18"). Specialist phage phi18:3 efficiently infects its original host of isolation, "host18," and does not infect host38 [21] lysozyme. Expressed middle were the DNA metabolism genes, and expressed late were the structural and lysis genes (Supplementary Figures 2, 3 ). Such transcriptional patterns are common among phages across diverse bacterial hosts and environments [30, 32, 33, 37, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] and suggests that, regardless of their efficiency, phages that lack an RNA polymerase (RNAP) may successfully utilize the host's RNAP for transcription, similar to well-known Enterophages (e.g., lambda or T4) [64] [65] [66] . Thus, the data at this point suggest that these universalities in phage transcription can be predicted via RNA-seq and are independent of host type, host range, and infection efficiency. Beyond these overall similarities in phage transcriptomes, some expressed genes (Supplementary  Tables S3-S4, Supplementary Dataset S2; Supplementary  Figures S3, S4) suggested unique generalist versus specialist strategies from their predicted functions. For example, unique to generalist phi38:1 are 16 tRNAs (two transcribed early and 14 late) and DNA replication genes (e.g., DNA polymerase and primase, middle expressed, and late translated). Such genes might help a generalist phage utilize host translation and replicate phage DNA, respectively, across diverse hosts [67] given that phage genomes are known to code for genes that reprogram host metabolism [68, 69] and that they are not identified in a specialist phage (phi18:3). In contrast, expressed genes that were unique to phi18:3 included an anti-restriction gene and methylases ("anti-R/ M" genes; transcribed and translated early), and the metabolic regulator MazG (middle transcribed and translated late). In Escherichia coli, phages overcome host R/M defenses by, for example, expressing a suite of antirestriction genes (e.g., T3, T7), or injecting such proteins into the cell (e.g., P1, T4) [70] , and/or by self-methylating their DNA via methylases (e.g., T2, T4) [62] . Additionally, E. coli's maz system is induced to prevent translation from stalling in response to diverse stresses, including phage infection [70, 71] . A variety of environmental phages encode for MazG, including cyanophages that transcribe it as a middle gene during their efficient infection [33] . Thus, these genes might enable phi18:3 to efficiently infect host18 by overcoming host R/M defenses through direct interaction with host's endonucleases (anti restriction) [72] and self- DNA methylation (methylases) [70] , and by preventing host metabolic shutdown during infection (MazG) [70, 71] . Other phages that lack such genes and still have efficient infections [28, [30] [31] [32] either protect their DNA through alternative modifications (e.g., glycosylation [70] ) or, as in the case for phi38:1 infecting host38, do not trigger the host's R/M system and might have adapted to utilize the host's functions without the need for MazG [30] .
Absence of transcriptional-translational synchronization in inefficient infections
The presence of early proteins in phi18:3 (Fig. 3a, b , Supplementary Figure S3 ) suggested that this phage was able to rapidly utilize the host's translational machinery to translate very early (i.e., within 15 min of infection). Notably, among these early proteins was the anti-restriction protein, which would be one of the proteins needed immediately upon infection to evade host R/M systems. To test the hypothesis that phi18:3 utilizes host translation early we measured phage protein dynamics (Fig. 3) and observed that, indeed, most (88%) of phi18:3's early transcripts produced early proteins (Supplementary Figure S3) and that overall protein abundances paralleled those of the transcripts, with early, middle and late classifications readily apparent (Fig. 3a-c) .
One exception was a DNA replication protein that peaked early despite having a middle transcript (Fig. 3b) . Presumably this protein was detected prior to its transcript because it was contained in the virion and introduced upon infection, even though it was not previously detected in a preliminary virion screen with other phages [8] . Other phages, including cyanophage Syn9 [33] , T4 [73] , and other Enterophages [70] also carry proteins in the virion that function in host takeover and early phage expression as T4's Alt protein [73] . Notably, the observed 45-min peak in protein abundance (Fig. 3a-c) was not an artifact as interpreted from multiple proteomics controls, and yet is difficult to ascribe to particular biology. One possibility would be that while our population-wide averaged measurements captured the overall signal in these phage-host interactions, the 45-min anomaly might result from cell-to-cell variability in phage-host interaction initiation and infection dynamics. This could perhaps result from some asynchronous infections that are even coupled with variation caused by phenotypic heterogeneity in the underlying clonal population of cells [74] -phenomena that might be evaluated with singlecell 'omics technologies as they emerge for prokaryotic phage-host systems.
In contrast, the abundances of 86% of phi38:1's proteins peaked later than the "late" transcriptional group Fig. 3 Temporal transcriptional-translational dynamics of phi18:3 and phi38:1. For each infection, three vertical graphs represent the early, middle, or late phage transcripts. In those, averaged transcript expression is graphed with the thickest line, with "n" representing how many genes were averaged. The standardized, relative protein abundances of those transcripts are individually graphed in thinner lines, and they are early, middle, late, or a variation of those. The number in each category is also represented by an "n." Time 0 represents the dilution of the infection after a 15-min adsorption. a-c Proteins are early (35%), middle (2%), middle late (5%), or late (58%) and they largely appear after their respective a early, b middle, and c late transcripts when phi18:3 infects host18. d-f Some (14%) phage proteins are early but most (86%) are late regardless of d early, e middle, or f late transcription of their genes when phi38:1 infects host18. g-i Phage proteins are early (4%), middle (4%), middle late (51%), late (39%), or constant (1%; protein abundance does not significantly change over time; see Supplementary Dataset S1, Tab. 10) and closely follow the g early, h middle, or i late transcription of their genes when phi38:1 infects host38. Calculations are in Supplementary Dataset S1
(Supplementary Figure S4a-b) and largely plateaued after 60 min (Fig. 3d-f ). These findings suggest either a mixed protein dynamics signal deriving from new rounds of infection happening after 150 min (when 4% of the cells lyse based on phageFISH data [15] )-which could be resolved with better single-cell technologies-or slower protein dynamics and delayed translation signal deriving from population-wide data. If the latter, such biological signal could explain the previously observed delayed particle production [30] and even lysis, as follows. Namely, among phi38:1's genes with non-delayed translation was a peptidase (gp021) that was transcribed and translated early (Supplementary Table S3 ; Supplementary Figure S4a-b) . Given that a variety of peptidases function as endolysins and accumulate in the cell throughout the infection until holins are made [75, 76] , one hypothesis is that the holin (which is unknown in phi38:1's genome) is delayed or not produced in the inefficient infection. Regardless, these expression data together suggest that only specialist phi18:3 synchronizes host-derived translation with transcription to synthesize proteins in a timed and regulated manner.
To determine whether phi38:1 could have better translation in another host, we measured its protein dynamics while infecting its original host, host38, and compared them to our prior transcriptome dynamics [30] . This revealed that phage proteins were no longer delayed as when infecting host18 and instead were produced in early, middle, and late categories, with over half of them (55%) being middle/ middle late ( Fig. 3g-i; Supplementary Figure S4c-d) . Notably, upregulation of host38's translation genes was also middle/middle late [30] , thus suggesting that phage phi38:1 translation in this host is mainly timed with the activation of host translation as occurs with phi18:3 on host18. Given that phage protein translation is expected to closely follow transcription based on lessons from phages infecting (efficiently) well-known systems (e.g., Bacillus phage phi29 synthesizes >60% of its proteins before middle transcription [77] ), the inability of phi38:1 to synchronize translation with transcription in host18 may contribute to this inefficient infection.
Hosts' transcriptomes and proteomes reveal causes for inefficient phage infections
Given that phage proteome analyses suggested differences in utilizing host functions, we next examined host18's transcriptome and proteome during phi18:3 and phi38:1 infections and compared them to host38's responses. Globally, host18's transcription was repressed throughout infection by phi18:3, but not by phi38:1 (Fig. 4a) , as evidenced by the relative decrease in host transcript abundance, which was not derived from a sequencing skew toward phage transcripts (Supplementary Figure S5) . This suggested that, like phi38:1 on its original host38 [30] , phi18:3 successfully shutdown transcription in its own original host (Fig. 4a ), whereas phi38:1 did not in an alternative host [30] . Phage induced, host-transcriptional repression as a sign of host takeover has been described across phage-host model systems [28-30, 33, 35-37] . Mirroring the transcriptional response, the host's proteome was differentially impacted by phage infection. Namely, host18's protein abundances significantly decreased with phi18:3 (t-test, p ≤ 0.05; Fig. 4b ) and increased with phi38:1 (Fig. 4c) . In contrast, when phi38:1 infected host38 host protein abundances no longer significantly increased (t-test, p > 0.05; Supplementary Figure S6b) . Thus, these proteomic data suggest that variably efficient infections differentially impact the host proteome such that only the former stalls host protein synthesis, which is likely phage mediated, whereas the latter does not impact the host proteome. Here, the increase in host18 protein abundances at 4 h during the infection with phi38:1 (Fig. 4c) suggests that this host continues translating, perhaps as a defense mechanism against the phage.
With global host responses suggesting differences in host takeover in the variably efficient infections, we next examined phage impacts on specific host functions. First, we evaluated the response of host18's R/M system for three reasons: (1) both C. baltica hosts lack the common bacterial CRISPR-Cas defenses [78] , (2) bacteria commonly restrict incoming phage DNA [70, 79, 80] , and (3) early expression of 22 early proteins by phi18:3 suggested a phage counter defense [70] . Those early proteins included both the anti-R/ M genes and potentially the 14 proteins with unknown functions that surrounded those anti-R/M genes and which are predicted to be transcribed under the same promoter (Supplementary Table S3 ; Supplementary Figure S3) . Indeed, host18 R/M genes were differentially over expressed during infection with phi18:3, but not with phi38:1 (Fig. 5a, Supplementary Table S5 ). Proteomics suggested that overall protein abundances significantly (t-test, p ≤ 0.05) decreased during phi18:3 infection, but increased with phi38:1 (Supplementary Figure S7) . Notably, our annotation of these genes as R/M derives from in silico predictions of restriction endonucleases and methyltransferases (see Methods section), and awaits experimental evaluation. Additionally, as R/M genes are known to have ubiquitous roles [81] , beyond defense to phage the genes shown here might also function in SOS response or DNA replication. Should they be involved in defense against phage DNA, data here presented suggest that host18 transcriptionally activated its R/M system against phi18:3, but its proteins likely encountered phi18:3's early translated genes involved in anti-R/M counter defenses and were inactivated, as occurs in other phage-host systems [70] . Such transcriptional activation, is not commonly reported in phage-host interactions as it is in, for example, chlorella virus [81] . While this remains an open question, the observed overexpression of R/M genes (Fig. 5a ) could be an example of inducible R/M systems against not just phage phi18:3 DNA entry, but also replication. In contrast, the lack of these genes in phi38:1 would prevent such inactivation and likely allow host18 R/M proteins to accumulate from the genes' basal expression and contribute to the previously observed host targeting of phi38:1 DNA [15, 30] .
Second, we examined host translation genes because phi18:3 synthesized early proteins (Fig. 3a-c) and because previous transcriptome data suggested that differential transcription of host translation genes in host38 versus host18 contributed to phi38:1's virion formation delay [30] . Here, host18 transcriptomes (Fig. 5b) and proteomes (Supplementary Figure S8) suggested that phi18:3 activated the host's translational machinery for its reproduction better than phi38:1 did. Namely, from the beginning of the infection (early) host18's genes had higher differential expression with phi18:3 (e.g., 6.5-fold) than with phi38:1 ( 1.4-fold; Fig. 5b) . Additionally, such difference in translation activation at the early stage was reflected in the proteome: host18 infected with phi18:3 had produced 93% Fig. 5 Expression of host18's restriction/modification (R/M) and translation genes in response to phi18:3 and phi38:1. OE over expressed; UE under expressed. Represented in a stacked bar graph is the fold change of expression of infected relative to uninfected cells, normalized by the fraction of infected cells. Solid bars represent the differential expression values whereas dotted bars represent the nondifferentially expressed genes. a The R/M system is clearly differentially expressed in response to phi18:3; mostly OE throughout the infection; and UE occurs during middle infection with phi38:1. Host18 displays basal expression (non-differentially expressed genes) of the R/M system regardless of phage infection. b Host18 genes involved in protein translation are OE 4.5-fold (early), 1.7-fold (middle), and 1.4-fold (late) higher in response to phi18:3 than to phi38:1. The values of expression in host18 infected with phi38:1 do not significantly increase over time (t-test, p-value > 0.05; Supplementary Dataset S1 Tab. 7). Host18 displays basal expression (non-differentially expressed genes) of the translation genes regardless of phage infection. Time 0 represents the dilution of the infection after a 15-min adsorption of those translation proteins, whereas only 2% when infected with phi38:1 (Supplementary Figure S8) , thus suggesting that phi18:3 was better poised to utilize host18's translation than phi38:1. The difference between this efficient translation in phi18:3-infected host18 and that observed in phi38:1 infected host38-the other, more efficient, original host infection-was that phi18:3-infected host18 cells expressed their translation genes early-4.5-fold higher than when infected with phi38:1 (Fig. 5b) whereas over-expression began during mid infection in host38 (Fig. 5c in ref. [30] ). We posit that host translational activation enabled better phage transcriptional-translational synchronization and thus efficient infections on the original hosts, and that early activation of translation in host18 enabled phi18:3 to translate early its host-takeover proteins.
Third, although the majority (86%) of phi38:1's proteins were produced late when infecting host18, some (14%) were produced early ( Fig. 3d-f ; Supplementary Table S4) , which suggests that phi38:1 proteins may be encountering host18's proteases and contributing to disrupting transcriptional-translational synchronization. Notably, alternative explanations might exist for the delay in phi38:1 protein abundances as previously mentioned, but here we considered the highly conserved protease ClpP because it can target several phage (e.g., lambda, P1) proteins and also be inhibited by phage counter defenses [82, 83] . This host18 gene was differentially under expressed (−0.67-fold) in response to phi18:3, but not to phi38:1 (Fig. 6a) , where the gene was not even differentially expressed. Protein abundances significantly (t-test, p ≤ 0.05) decreased (~3×) from start to end of the phi18:3 infection (Fig. 6b, c) . These findings suggest that ClpP was inactivated only by phi18:3 and not phi38:1, which would in turn lead to ClpP accumulation to possibly target degradation of phi38:1 proteins. Such dynamics would be consistent with delays both in virion synthesis previously observed [30] and protein synthesis observed here (Fig. 3d-f) . While ClpP effects are well-studied in phage lambda [84] , this and other conserved proteases might constitute underexplored bacterial strategies that modulate phage infection efficiency.
A mechanistic model for drivers of variable efficient phage-host interactions
These data provide support for recent mechanistic work in environmental phage-host model systems, while also bringing new perspective on the mechanisms driving infection efficiency as follows. First, host takeover in efficient infections seems to involve global repression of host transcription across systems [28-30, 33, 35-37] . Our findings with a specialist phage are consistent with these studies. Additionally, they show that host takeover in efficient infections might also stall the host proteome. Second, here efficient infections also seem to activate the host's translational machinery to translate phage genes to proteins. Unlike giant phages that can code for translation genes [85] and complement the host's translation machinery, phages are host-dependent for synthesizing proteins. Third, we also show that the timing of such activation either occurs early, if the phage requires producing proteins to counteract host defenses against phage DNA (e.g., in specialist phi18:3 to fight host18 R/M), or later, perhaps reflecting that phages have alternative DNA protection strategies (e.g., glycosylation [70] ), can localize to the cell poles [81] , or the hosts lack, or fail to activate R/M defenses (e.g., in generalist phi38:1 infecting host38 [30] ). In contrast, phage protein dynamics during inefficient infections are not only delayed but they likely lose temporal synchronization with their transcriptional counterparts. We suggest that host proteases, for example, ClpP, likely reduce phage protein abundances in inefficient infections. As these proteases are highly conserved [86] and phages can have inhibitors for them [84] , proteases might be a widespread, underexplored, and critical mechanism driving phage infection efficiency. Finally, here we have provided insight into only some of the possibly additional mechanisms contributing to variation in infection efficiency. Specifically, additional mechanisms could be found in the~260 unique bacterial genes (published in Supplementary Dataset S1 in ref. [30] ), likely beyond the best described ones that are not present in these hosts, such as CRISPR-Cas, and the conserved toxin/antitoxin and abortive systems. While mechanistic knowledge of phage-host interactions in nature is arguably in its infancy, this and other work [28-30, 33, 35-37] establish a baseline with which to investigate infection efficiency and phage-host interactions in more phylogenetically diverse lytic phage-host systems. While such work is largely lytic cycle focused, recent 'omics-enabled measurements in lysogenic infections are revealing both the complexity of these systems ( [59, [87] [88] [89] 103] ) and more fully helping establish paradigms for naturally occurring phage-host interaction biology.
Defining and better characterizing infection efficiency-a discussion just beginning
The work presented here invites discussing infection efficiency, as efficiency is a term with relative uses in the literature. Briefly, in phage studies, the term "efficient" is used to describe either infections or phages that lyse the most cells the fastest [28, 29] , have the shortest LP/best growth rate [104] , display better intracellular capabilities (e.g., in DNA replication [105] or gene transcription [37] , or are proficient at hijacking host RNAP [37] ). In contrast, the eukaryotic viral literature evaluates whether each step of the complex viral infection, from attachment to dispersion, is efficient [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] .
Against this vast eukaryotic virus literature, we sought to classify each of the three infections presented here as efficient or inefficient. The infection of phi18:3 on host18 has both the shortest LP and largest burst size (BS), thus it can safely be classified as the most efficient infection of the three. However, phi38:1's infections on host18 and host38 are more difficult to classify since the former has a LP of > 2.5 h and a BS of~39, and the latter has a LP of 75 min and BS of nearly 10. To better clarify the longer term implications of such infection dynamics, we performed new experiments where we infected host18 and host38 separately with phi38:1 for 28 h and measured cell density and phage production (Supplementary Figure S9) . The results showed that (A) infected host18 cells maintained lower OD than infected host38 cells, and that (B) more phage progeny was produced, and earlier, in host38 than in host18.
Given all knowledge of phi38:1's infection, we assessed the relative efficiencies for each stage of infection as is often evaluated in the eukaryotic virus literature. This revealed that phi38:1 on host18 is, compared to the infection of either phi38:1 on host38 or phi18:3 on host18: (1) less efficient at forming plaques [21] ; (2) less efficient at infecting cells [15, 21, 30] ; (3) less efficient at overcoming host defenses (this work); (4) equally efficient at transcribing phage genes [30] ; (5) less efficient at repressing host transcription [30] ; (6) less efficient at repressing and taking over host translation [30] ; (7) less efficient at replicating DNA [15, 30] ; (8) less efficient at producing and/or assembling phage particles [30] ; (9) less efficient at lysing cells [15] ; and (10) less efficient at producing progeny throughout 28 h (this work). Given that phi38:1 on host18 is less efficient for nine out of ten steps, such infection is the least efficient of the three studied here.
Pragmatically, such inefficient infections are challenging to study using population-wide measurements. Specifically, synchronizing infections is not simple, as even our best efforts were still prey to a low fraction of cells initially infected and cell lysis spanning long time periods (4% of cells initially lysed at 2.5 h as compared to the bulk by 11 h [15] ). To compensate for this, we assumed that the transcriptome and proteome of uninfected cells would be similar to uninfected control cells. While we see this as a reasonable assumption due to the lack of evidence for uninfected to infected cell communication mechanisms and the strong signal expected for infected cells (driven by the here observed higher RNA in infected versus uninfected samples; Supplementary Dataset S1 Tab. 1), the ability to apply single-cell 'omics technologies to these systems would be invaluable for experimentally evaluating such assumption.
Conclusions
While sampling, sequencing, and informatic advances better unveil and classify the diversity of naturally occurring phage genes and genomes [3, 43, [90] [91] [92] , their biology often remains underexplored due to (1) knowledge mainly deriving from targeted studies in laboratory model systems that underrepresent natural diversity of infection efficiencies and of phage-host interactions, and (2) the experimental challenges of studying environmental phage-host systems, most of which lack genetic tools. Consequently, inefficient infections are mechanistically underexplored, and knowledge of phage success is mostly limited to host defenses either blocking phage adsorption and DNA survival, or causing transcription and lysis delays [79, 80] .
In spite of a century of studying phages, novel phage biology continues to be uncovered. For example, phages are now known to employ complex communication systems [93, 94] , and to play roles in health and disease that can lead to non-host-derived immunity in humans [5, [95] [96] [97] . As these knowledge gaps are filled in, it becomes critical to incorporate phages into ecosystem models [98] that will ultimately help advance phage-based biotechnological [99] and therapeutic applications [100] . Fundamental to this, however, is the need to understand strategies driving phage-host interaction biology and infection efficiency. With combinatorial genome-wide 'omics applied to two environmental bacterial host strains and two phages with different infection efficiency on a shared host, we reveal here that multiple mechanisms alter phage infection efficiency across nearly identical hosts. Such findings in naturally occurring systems may better mimic phage infection in nature than the induced genetic mutations from traditional laboratory experiments. If so, this data, if generalizable, contribute to better understanding infection efficiency and, in turn, of how phages can be engineered [101] to better "edit" the microbial communities that dictate ecosystems' and human health.
